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The notion of p-radical group does not seem to be especially popular, 
although itcan be found in Feit’s book [ 11. To begin with, we fix some 
notations: p denotes a prime number, G a finite group and P a Sylow p- 
subgroup ofG. k is a field ofcharacteristic p wh h is assumed to be a 
splitting one for every subgroup ofG. We denote by J(G) (or simply by J) 
the Jacobson radical of the group ring k[G]. 
We have the following theorem: 
THEOREM A (Tsushima [6]). Let CT =C,.P~~k[G]. Then soc(k[G]) 
is contained ink[G] ak[G]. 
The above statement is equivalent to n, E (i k[ G] J( P”) c J(G), as k[ G] 
is a Frobenius algebra. 
Following Motose and Ninomiya [4], we call G a p-radical group if the 
equality in the above theorem holds. Since ok[G] z kz= kBp k[G] as 
right k[G]-modules, we can say more simply 
DEFINITION. G is p-radical if k:is semisimple as aright k[G]-module. 
Let us show some examples. 
EXAMPLES. ( 1) If P u G, then G is p-radical. 
(2) S, as well as S3 is p-radical forevery prime p,where S, denotes the 
symmetric group on n letters. 
(3) SL(2, 3) is 3-nilpotent but is not 3-radical. 
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What is p-radical is,by definition, a purely ring theoretical property of
the group ring. Sothe question is: How can such groups be characterized 
by group theoretical properties? It israther surprising, but the following 
holds. 
THEOREM B (Okuyama [S]). A p-radical group is p-soluable. 
In this paper we first udy ap-radical group G in connection with the 
endomorphism ring of k $. And second we pick up a p-nilpotent group 
which is p-radical andgive an answer to the above question. Theargument 
here is independent of Okuyama’s theorem cited above. Related topics will 
be found in Wada [7]. 
1. RELATION WITH THE ENDOMORPHISM RING 
The following fact is almost clear f om the definition of a p-radical group 
and Mackey decomposition (see [1, Theorem 6.51). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let K 4 G. Then the following hold. 
(1) If G is p-radical, so are K and G/K. 
(2) If K is a p-group and G/K is p-radical, then G is p-radical. 
There have been few groups known as (non-trivial) p-radical groups. The 
next result gives one of them. 
PROWSITION 2. Zf G has an abelian p-complement, then G is p-radical. 
Proof Let H be an abelian p-complement; G = PH. If 1 = C;= I ei is a 
decomposition of 1 into the orthogonal sum of primitive d mpotents of 
k[H], then each e,k[H] is one dimensional andeik[G] is an indecom- 
posable k[G]-module ofdimension 1 PI. So e,k[G] rk[P] as k[P]- 
modules. Inparticular e,k[G] J(P) is a unique maximal k[P]-submodule 
of eik[G] and hence ,k[G] J(P)xe,J(G) (1 <i<n). Thus k[G]J(P)D 
J(G). Since this does not depend on the particular choice of P, we have 
fl xc GkCG1 JV’“) ~4’3. 
As was remarked inthe Introduction, this implies quality and G is p- 
radical. 
We next give acertain arithmetical testtocheck whether a given group 
is p-radical or not. Let (S1,..., S,} be a full set of non-isomorphic simple 
right k[G]-modules. For aright k[G]-module M,we write MxC;=, aiS, 
if Si appears aitimes as irreducible constituents of M. Also dim M denotes 
the dimension fM over k. 
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LEMMA 1. Let A =k[G], and MzxCj= 1 a,S, and Nc~:;= 1 b,S, for 
right A-modules M and N. Then the following hold. 
(1) dim Horn, (M, N) <C;= i sib,. 
(2) if dim Hom,(M, M) = C:=, a:, then M is semisimple. 
ProoJ: Put d(M, N) = dim Hom,(M, N). We proceed with the induc- 
tion on the value XI= i ai. If M is simple and M zz S,, then Hom,(M, N) = 
Hom,(M, sot(N)) and d(M, N) = d(M, sot(N)) d b, = C;=, aibi. Assume 
that here is a non-trivial A-submodule MO in M. We get d(M/M,, N) + 
d(M,, N) 3 d(M, N) from the xact sequence, 
0 -+ Hom,(M/M,, N) --f Hom,(M, N) + Hom,(M,,, N). 
If M/M,zx aiS, and M,zC aj’S,, then d(M/M,, N)<C aibi and 
d(M,, N) < C a: bi by the induction hypothesis. Therefore we have 
~aibi=~a:bi+~aj’bj>d(M/M,, N)+d(M,, N)>d(M, N). 
I I I 
To show the second statement, we may assume that M is not simple. We
take arbitrary simple submodule, say Sj, as M, in the above argument. In 
that case d(M/M,, M) d Cizj a: + (a, - 1) aj and d(M,, M) < aj. So that 
the quality d(M, M) = xi= i a: implies d(M,,, M) = d(Sj, M) = aj. Since Sj 
is arbitrary simple submodule ofM, it follows that sot (M) = cJ= i ajSj and 
M is semisimple. 
LEMMA 2. Let Ui be a projective co r of Si (1 d i < r) and put ui = dim 
U,. Then kz z C;= 1 (ai/1 PI) Si. 
Proof: If kgx xi aiSi, then ai= d(U;, kz). However, we know that 
Horn,.& Ui, kg) gHorn kcp,( Ui, k) and the dimension ofthe latter space is 
ui/l P 1, since ( UJp is k[P]-free. 
PROPOSITION 3. The following hold. 
(1) IP\GIPI G Cf= 1 (Uill PI 1’. 
(2) Assume that G is p-solvable andlet si be the p’-part ofdim Si 
(1 Q i 6 r). Then G is p-radical iff1 P\G/PI = C;=, sf . 
Proof: (1) We have I P\G/P I = d(k& kg) by Mackey decomposition 
and d(kz, kz) <xi (uJ PI)2 by Lemmas 1 and 2. 
(2) We know that ui= I PI si (Fong [2, Theorem (2B)]). Therefore our
assertion f llows from the above (1) and Lemma 2. 
THEOREM 1. G is p-radical iff End,,,,(kz) is a semisimple k-algebra. 
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Proof Let V= kg. One direction s obvious. So we assume that 
E= End,& V) is semisimple. Let soc( V) rCi XiSi and V/VJr CiyiSi. 
We first claim that xi#O, y,#O for all i(1 < i,<r). Infact we have xi= 
d(Si, V) =dim HomkCp, (Sip k) #O and yi=d( V, Si)=dim Hom,,,,(k, Si)
# 0. We remark further that cp( V) d VJ for any non-zero cp f E. In fact if 
we put Z= { cp EE; q( V) c VJ}, then Zis a nilpotent ideal of E and so Z= 0 
by assumption. Now, suppose that VJ is not zero and let Sj be a simple 
submodule ofV.I. Then the composite map 
cp: v+ v/vJ=&$si 
projection 
- sic VJC v 
is a non-zero element of E such that cp( V) c V.I. This is impossible as 
remarked above. Therefore VJ= 0 and V is semisimple. 
2. P-RADICAL BLOCKS 
In this section we employ blockwise argument tostudy p-radical groups. 
Let B be a block of k[G]. We call B a p-radical block if kOP B is semisim- 
ple as a right k[G]-module. Obviously G is p-radical iffevery block of 
k[G] is p-radical. Let K Q G and B any block of k[G] . All blocks ofk[K] 
that are covered byB are G-conjugate to each other. Let 6, be one of them 
and let T be the inertia group of it in G. As is well known, there exists a 
unique block bof k[T] such that bG = B. We call bthe Fong correspon- 
dent of B w.r.t. (K, T). Various facts are known about he relationship 
between B and b. In particular B and b have same defect group in common 
and B= k[G] bk[G], J(B) =k[G] J(b) k[G], where J(B) denotes the 
Jacobson radical of B. 
LEMMA 3. B is p-radical, thenits Fong correspondent b w.r.t. (K, T) is 
also p-radical. 
Proof: Choose P so that D = P n T is a Sylow p-subgroup ofT. We 
have (kg), 0) ki by Mackey decomposition a d thus 
kBpk[G] b 0) kg. b. Also it holds that kOp B 0) kOpk[G] b, since 
B 0) k[G] b. By assumption we have (kOp B) J(b) c (kQp B) J(B) =0. 
Therefore (k gP k[G] b) J(b) =0 and (k@o b) J(b) =0, which implies that 
b is p-radical. 
The converse ofthe above lemma is true under the following assumption. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that [G: T] is a power of p. Then if bis p-radical, so 
is B. 
Proqf: Let P and D be the same as above. Since G = PT by assumption, 
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we have (kz).=kQbk[T] and hence k@rk[G] b=kQ,b, which is 
semisimple as a k[T]-module. Therefore U= (k@r k[G] b)Brk[G] is 
semisimple by Fong’s theory. Since kBP B is a natural homomorphic 
image of U, it is also semisimple. 
We continue our discussion assuming that G= PK is a p-nilpotent group 
with K = O,.(G). Choose adiscrete valuation ri g R with k as its residue 
field such that he quotient field L of it is a splitting field for every sub- 
group of G. For a P-subgroup D of G, we let bl(G, D) be the set of blocks 
of k[G] with defect group D. If BE bl(G, D) and b, is a block of k[K] 
covered byB, then Irr(b,) consists of asingle element, say 1, and D is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of the inertia group of i, in G. The following fact is well 
known. 
LEMMA 5. Zf B E bl(G, P), then the following hold. 
(1) 1, is G-invariant. 
(2) There xists XE Irr(B) such that xK= A,, where Irr(B) denotes 
the set of irreducible L-characters belonging toB. 
(3) Irr (B)= (xp; peIrr(P)}. 
(4) 1 is modularly irreducible, which is a unique lement of IBr(B). 
(5) Let Irr,(K) be the set of P-invariant elements ofIrr(K). There are 
one to one correspondences 
bl(G, P)~1 Irr,(K) ++Irr(C,(P)) 
w UJ UJ 
where the second one is given by the Glauberman correspondence. Nam ly 
if aE Irr.(K) corresponds to a’, then a’ is the unique component ofccc,(P) 
such that (a, a’)cKCpj & 0mod p. 
Before proceeding, we mention one more remark. Let B, be the block of 
R[G] such that kOR B0 = B. Since R BP B, is a permutation m dule, we 
have 
d(L@.BO, LOPBo)=rankREnd,rc, (R@rBo)=d(B, B). 
Also we have 
d(LQ,, 4, LOP &,I= 1 (XP, 1,J2. 
x E In(E) 
These, together with Lemma 2, yield the following (general) result. 
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LEMMA 6. B isp-radical iffCXEIrr(Bj (xp,lp)2=CU,EB (Ui/lPl)2. 
The next lemma is a key result. 
LEMMA 7. Let BE bl(G, P)and A= 1,. The following are equivalent, 
(1) B is p-radical. 
(2) there xists x0 E Irr(B) such that ker x0 3 P. 
(3) &K(P) remains irreducible and contains [K, P] n C,(P) in its ker- 
nel. 
Prooj (1) * (2): Let x be such that xK= A,= Iz. From Lemma 6, it 
follows that xXsE irrcBj (xi-, lp)2=x(l)2. Letx~=C”~~~~(~)~“V,~,~O. If 
x’ E Irr(B), then x’ = xp for some ,U EIrr(P). Hence (xlp, lp) = (x,nLp, 1 p) =
(xp, p) = uF, where @denotes the L-dual of p. Therefore we have Cy at = 
x( 1 )2 = (2, a, v( 1))‘. Itthen follows that xp = a,,~ for some linear character 
p of P. Thus x0 = xj satisfies th  condition of (2). 
(2) => (3): It is clear from the assumption that he degree of x0 is prime 
to p. In particular (x~)~ is irreducible and coincides with 1. Therefore ker1 
contains [K, P] in its kernel. However, since K/[K, P] g C,(P)/[K, P] n 
CAPh &K(P) is irreducible and contains [K, P] n C,(P) in its kernel. 
(3) * (1): From the assumption andthe above isomorphism, there exists 
fi~Irr(K) such that ker 12 [K, P] and &x~p~=&x~p~. This implies that fi 
is P-invariant and f= 2 by Glauberman’s theorem. Hence ker x2 [K, P] 
and ker (B) 3 [K, P], where x denotes a character in Irr(B) such that 
xK = 1. Therefore B is actually a block of G/ [K, P] = P x K/ [K, P] and B 
is p-radical as asserted. 
We now prove the main result ofthis paper. 
THEOREM 2. Let G = PK be a p&potent group with K = O,.(G). Then G 
is p-radical iff [K, D] n C,(D) = 1 for any p-subgroup D of G. 
Proof Assume that G is p-radical andlet D be a p-subgroup of G. Since 
DK is subnormal, we see that DK must be p-radical by (a successive use of) 
Proposition 1. Sowe may assume that D = P. As was noted in Lemma 5, 
Irr(C,(P)) = (2;; BE bl(G, P)> and every 2; contains [K, P] n C,(K) in 
its kernel byLemma 7. Therefore 
1 = n ker c( EJ [K, P] n C,(P), 
c( Eh(CK(P)) 
whence the equality holds. Toshow the converse, it suffices to prove that 
each block B in bl(G, D) is p-radical (byvirtue ofLemma 4). So we may 
assume that D = P. Since it holds generally that K= [K, P] C,(P), we 
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have K/[K, P] E C,(P) by assumption. This implies that Irr,(K)= 
Irr(K/[K, P])by Glauberman’s theorem and in particular eve y P-invariant 
element ofIrr(K) contains [K, P] in its kernel. So by Lemma 5, there exists 
x in Irr(B) such that ker x3 [K, P]. Therefore B is p-radical by Lemma 7. 
Now, back to the general group G, we remark that if G is p-radical, then
any subgroup of G which as index prime to p is also p-radical. This 
follows from Corollary 2.13 of Knijrr 131. Using this, wehave 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a p-radical group and K = O,.(G). Then for any 
element x of order p in G, [K, x] is nilpotent. 
Proof: Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G containing x. As is remarked 
above, the p-nilpotent subgroup PK is p-radical. Therefore by Theorem 2, 
[K, x] n C,(x) = 1. Th is implies that x acts on [K, x] fixed-point freely. 
Hence [K, x] is nilpotent by Thompson’s theorem. 
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